
We have made a change in the convention schedule for this 

year.   Saturday will now be a "free day" followed by the usual 

complimentary hotel happy hour.  We have added an 

approximately hour long comedy show starting at 9:00 PM.  The 

balance of the convention will remain as in past years.  

 

Several weeks ago, Captain Ed Tegge broke his femur.   I spoke to 

his wife and she indicated he is recovering in a rehabilitation 

facility and is doing as well as expected considering Captain Tegge 

was “96” in December.  If you would like to send a card:  please 

mail to: 332 Flora Road, Rogersville, Tenn. 37857. 

 

Thanks to George Blosser and Stacey Barber for donating many of 

the past issues of Pieces of Eight and National Buccaneers 

bulletins to the membership.  As they date back to 1996, the 

membership should find many memories and enjoy some laughs 

together.  They will be placed in the hospitality room during the 

upcoming Boca convention May 4th-6th for all to enjoy. 

 

Looking forward to seeing all of you in May for more on-going 

laughs and fun.  Stay safe 
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Airplane and Airport winners from January 2018 

 from the  

HART 

  

The following Old Bucs correctly identified the mystery aircraft, Morane-Saulnier-230 
and airport,  Colorado Springs, Colorado  
 
For the Airport: 
John Wentworth, Curt Briggs, Vince Wynne, Bob Massey, Alana Botner Hampton, 
Dusty Rhodes, Stan Barfield, 
Bob Pierson, Jim Gannon and Alan Gee 
 
For the Aircraft: 
John Wentworth, Curt Briggs, Vince Wynne, Bob Thrasher, Alana Botner Hampton, 
Stan Barfield, Jim Gannon and Alan Gee. 

Really!!!  It's a 20 pounder?? 

Coming to the Boca Raton Convention this year? 
If you haven’t gotten an email yet with the convention updates, membership renewal, 
and Convention Registration form check out the Nalbucs.com  website where it is 
posted for your convenience to download, fill out and send in with your check. 
The Convention dates for this year are May 4, 5, and 6th. To get the NAL BUCS rate 
you must call before the April 27th cut off date.  Hope to see you there! 
Your Editor, Gigi Cockes 



February Mystery Airplane and Airport 

Email me with your answers! 
Hart Kelley 

islandhartjune@aol.com 

mailto:islandhartjune@aol.com


Another Day At The Office 

By Hart Kelley 

It was December 22, 1990, just three days before Christmas in the south Miami suburbs and a 

turn around to JFK was on the schedule. Joining the on ramp to the Palmetto Expressway, the 

sky to the east over the Datran building was filled with light puffy clouds drifting across an 

otherwise blue sky. It was mid-morning on a Saturday and there was hardly any traffic 

northbound on the Palmetto or exiting on to Perimeter Road and heading toward the Old 

National crew-parking garage. Parking spots were open on the second level for a quick walk 

to the shuttle bus for a ride to the terminal. 

 

The flight engineer headed to gate F-15 to preflight the Airbus A-300, as the pilots 

headed to ops. The sunny skies and little white puffy clouds of Miami were a far cry 

from the weather at Kennedy. A low-pressure area was sitting over the NE with overcast 

skies and poor visibility. KJFK was currently WOXOF and forecast at arrival to be 20006KT 

1/4SM FG OVC001 05/04 A2977. With the south wind and using runway 22L, which only 

had CATI minimums, they would need 1/2-mile visibility to start approach. The Captain got 

hold of Bob Pierson at Flight Control in New York and they agreed to add “a couple of 

thousand for mom and the kids,” and since the whole NE was socked in, put IAD as the 

alternate. 

 

Flight 2478 was an extra section to accommodate the bumper crop of south Florida 

snowbirds headed north to visit future Villages alums for the holidays. Passengers were 

already in the jet way and the boarding frenzy was in full swing as the crew settled in on the 

flight deck. The AR routes were closed so the flight plan over ORL CRG CHS SIE and the 

Kennedy STAR was loaded into the INS and checked. The Purser came up and reported all 

the zoo animals were in their cages and ready to go. The door was closed, breaks released and 

Kennedy was 2 hours and 46 minutes away. 

 

The Captain flew the first leg and after level off, lunch was served. For the next two 

hours the flight was the normal routine of fuel checks, position verifications and 

frequency changes. The weather at JFK had remained close to forecast and at about 30 

minutes out the ATIS reported 221907Z 20007KT 1/4SM FG OVC001 A3009, still 

below minimums for the ILS 22L. When Flt. 2478 contacted Kennedy approach control the 

plan was coming together. The new ATIS was 221934Z 21007KT 1/2SM FG OVC/// 

BKN002 OVC011 A3009  

 

The 22L ILS approach was to be flown and CATI minimums were set on the altimeters. As 

the flight approached the outer marker the landing gear was lowered and the excitement 

began. The autopilot disconnected and there was one loud clunk followed by about 10 red 

flags on the Captain’s flight instruments. The flight directors went away, and several audible 

alarms sounded. The Captain took over manually but as his horizon began to tumble he 

quickly realized his flight instruments were all inop.  

instruments appeared normal and he took over the controls. All agreed it was time to 

abort the approach and go around. 

 



(Continued) 

 

Tower switched Flt. 2478 back to approach on climb out and the Captain ask to be 

vectored to a nearby holding pattern to see if they could find out what was going on. 

During the climb the pitch trim joined the parade of failed systems, which prompted the 

Captain to ask for 15000, to be in VFR conditions. At about 13000 ft. the clear blue skies were 

a welcome sight. As the plane leveled off at 15000 ft. the engineer reported the number one 

generator was inop and the irregulars directed him to start the APU and to put it on line. The 

APU started fine but after several attempts would not connect to the bus. (If this were today the 

Airbus would take over and fly to Toulouse. ☺) The crew 

assessed the situation and determined they only had flight instruments on the F/O’s side, no 

auto throttle, pitch trim, flight directors or autopilot. The Flight Engineer contacted Kennedy 

maintenance to see if they had any suggestions. Several circuit breakers were pulled and reset 

but nothing helped. The Captain called dispatch and it was decided that Dulles was the best 

place to divert. The weather at IAD was 222000Z 21010KT 10SM OVC013 16/14 A3008 

RMK BINOVC. Flt 2478 was cleared to climb and maintain 17000 ft, given preferential 

handling and a vector straight to Dulles. (With the F/O having only basic instruments, the 

course was more circuitous than direct, but that was 

corrected after several remedial sim sessions. ") 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approaching IAD as the A-300 descended into the overcast at 14000 feet, with the F/O 

hand flying as previously mentioned, the Captain and Flight Engineer were sitting a bit 

closer than normal, and all were hoping nothing else would decide to stop working until 

they were safely on the ground. Except for a few extra heartbeats per minute, the 

approach and landing on 19R was uneventful. After taxi in and shut down, the number 

one engine cowling was opened and the problem was quickly determined. A main power cable 

to the generator and electrical buses had become chaffed and ground shorted, which in turn 

prevented the APU generator from being able to be connected. After a several hour delay, the 

issue was repaired and the flight and passengers proceeded back to JFK for their Christmas 

holiday. 

 

This “day at the office” had a very happy ending for the crew. When back at Kennedy 

instead of going non-stop back to Miami, the infinite wisdom of the crew desk kicked in 

and the crew was reassigned. The crew desk’s normal fickle finger of fate turned into a 

gift-wrapped early Christmas present. The reassignment created a conflict with the crew’s next 

trip giving them all Christmas off. Yahoo…. there is a Santa… 

 
 



 

 

 

Central Florida Buccaneers Luncheon November 2018 

January 14, 2018 

 

Dear Gigi, 

 

I congratulate you on publishing the January newsletter at the end of December. 

Wow! Well done. 

 

 On January, 10 we had our normal monthly luncheon of the Golden Corral 

restaurant in Ocala Florida. The following people attended:  

 

Bob Thrasher, Frank Savino, Stan Barfield, Kay Strauss, Bill Griscom, Larry 

Helms, Harold Chatlos, Bill West, John Bowling, Steve Barkow, Dave Blessing, 

Bill Stelecko, John & Linda Wentworth, Dan Pierce, Bob Dykes, Joe Fricks, and 

Bill Minick. 

 

I counted 20 people but only had 19 listed on the sign-in page so if you were there 

and do not see your name it was because you, our honored mystery guest, did not 

sign in. Sorry. 

 

A good time was had by all. Bill Minick won the 50/50 as well as Bill Griscom who 

won twice. 

 

Bob Thrasher 

 

Photos by Bob are on the next page! 



Photos of NAL BUCS at January 2018 Luncheon in Ocala from Bob Thrasher 

Winner twice Congrats! 

Welcome back President Stan Barfield 

from your cold! 



 

Sad News Department: F/A Sarah Jan Feightner Godwin, 72, of Lake City, 

Florida passed away on November 5, 2017. She joined National in November, 1971. 

    

On December 18th, 2017 we lost Jim Hampton, Alana Botner Hampton's husband. 

Jim joined National in 1967 as an Avionics Electrician and was an ardent supporter 

of the Buccaneers. We will sorely miss his big smile and gregarious demeanor! 

   

 On December 27th, 2017 we lost Joanna Elizabeth Harrington. She came to 

National in April, 1966 and eventually retired from Delta. She was 74. 

    

F/A Elvira Vera Sepe Bernstein, 74, passed away on January 18, 2018 in 

Jacksonville. She hired on with us in December, 1967 and retired from United. 

    

We will miss these good people, we will NOT forget them. May their last flight West 

be fair of wind and free from turbulence. 

Gone but not forgotten 

Notes from John Wentworth 

ONE LAST TIME:  

Folks, I am no longer an officer in the Buccaneers Group. I do NOT read the mail. I 

do NOT take in money for anything, I do NOT spend money, I do NOT make 

decisions (I make suggestions if asked), I do NOT keep track of contributions/dues 

etc. To those of you who insist on continuing to send Buccaneer correspondence to 

me at the old Montverde address, be forewarned that action on that correspondence 

will be delayed until it is convenient for me to forward it to the proper recipient.  

 

And so, I strongly suggest that you send whatever you are sending to the NEW 

PROPER ADDRESS so it won't be delayed. Once again, the new address is:  

  NAL BUCCANEERS CLUB 

                     P.O. BOX 37 

           FRUITLAND PARK, FL 34731   
Thank you! John 


